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"Then the people broke camp again, and saw the black road
before them towards where the sun goes down, and black clouds
coming yonder; and they did not want to go but could not stay.
And as they walked the third ascent, all the animals and fowls
that were the people ran here and there, for each one seemed to
have his own little vision that he followed and his own rules;
and all over the universe I could hear the winds at war like wild
beasts fighting." BLACK ELK

"The Putrefaction of The Philosophers
is a moistening of dry bodies J that they may
be restored to their former state of Greening
and Growing." TRISMOSIN

Shut the little window up
char black the inner walls

cover the floors
break the filament of light

jerk the wires
remove garments

grub white worm
your house scares children

mull over hair
your face looks mad

fondle the rugose sac
torture growths

gesture as a toad
Outside mists fall. Children hurry on.

Mutter and bark
never speak

bowels move in fear

knowledge cannot know you
outside in the wind

forget voices
words inflicted by lips

light and whistles
laughter
Outside lips chap. Toes chill in little shoes.

flesh etiolate
vomit in jars

short teeth
feces in sacks

mind greasy mad
melted semen

in bottle and cup
navel full

heart sickly slow
filth in your dark house
you will never go out again?



As the heart froze,
the hand slowed,

the face returned the stare
of spilth on sidewalks.

The brain's meat set,
the mind went shocked

by what it had forgot,
and the dark side of the eyeballs read dim charts:

"Despair pours over the heart like liquid air,
but that pump-head will pump alright,

though any colder must shatter the brain. "

... and both had broken in the thaw.
The hand touched the face

and it was drifting sand.
The ears winced at whistles

and whining dogs.
The mind squeaked with memory,

the heart began scaling down,
and a voice's diagram issued around the tongue:

"Give me The World! As streets mash back!
As belly rolls will lip a flimsy shirt!

Give me It! It is my dynamite!
As the thin edges of the ocean flap!

I'll take it like iron on slate and crack,
as the mind rises through the spine like sap!

Give me The World like hot white fish to eat ... !"

" . slowly bricks became meat
even to enlarged pores

along the curbs ....



Each day I walk to work
burdened and sadened
through these streets
6th and Howard
1 blk. up from Mission
to see all these fallen
people laying in their
position frozen.
There is a great
tendency to go 80 60
miles p.er hour_hunting
fantasy wise so it cuts
down on work and makes
errors.
He's taking my old place
Can Ihelp you?
It is hard to have dreams
in alloted time with think
ing dreams more important
than others.

COMBATSTRATOFLOP
with
EX-CRED-RIN

the Extra Credulous
Pants _Remover

EX-CRED-RIN is old. It is new. Form AND cow-tent. EX-CRED-RIN is
extra cowdung. In Fact EX-CRED-RIN contains more several strata .
More greater active incrediments remover of talbot monster ..... Yet EX-
CRED-RIN is tremulus yet you use a proscribatio.n. There is what EX-
CRED-RIN combines in kinds of everything fast remover far combining 8
ways 7 different times 6 takes. EX-CRED-RIN makes you for 2 close 3
soon 4 back 5 past. In it an anti-aromatic rejol groiner. EX-CRED-RIN-is
ever pressing for more reason as well EX-CRED-RIN contains more kins
of trimmins florid ant remover. That is, EX-CRED-RIN does just that re-
ward back nerve alley.

so in these respects by which a nerve ends adjust to for-
mer tests EX-CRED-RIN is the last best main liver patsy.
AI you try EX-CRED-RIN takes notes see how effortless
EX-CRED-RIN can see wonder everyone like EX-CRED-
RIN that liver pulls rain barrel-in actual puts "better than
you" can reply to EX-CRED-RIN - the EX-Xylo Bomb
Piece
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Over under
away above
through
between
amid
to open me up
to hammer me in
to hollow me out
to whistle me down
bring wind
leathery heads & onion peels
crippled saints & birthdaycakes
stud peacocks & jungle gyms
and milk glass

roaming
wild & voidheart
mousegod

temples
& golden hemroids
scuffling cranky
little horse feet
crickets & violins
&
crushing
paperheads
eyes dumb & aimless.
blueriver pens



,
LATEST VERTIGO UNDER THE HIGH STONES- - -Huge limits (mist):
danger of steel, red-headed ashes, voices pulverized through the Frozen
Hell, April Voices bite anguish- - -Sexes flush with the earth where suave
rigor desexualizes every thing- - -Sex-Machines left to the Wool & Cotton
gloom: gloom of proof of diluted space- - -nuptial fever, laborious mastur-
bation suffered in idleness bound to reversible impacts- - - I scan the
Glass Anonymous application of methodical rectoscopes- - -On the thick
carpet of guts stuck together the hem of compressed gas "wakes the body
pinned down by fears- - -Photographic tires drift on the Ocean of Bubbles
- - -Hollow mouths of Men without shoulders (loads of solitude) blazing
in the Vision Ditch- - -The Gray Hotel (flowered wallpaper breath of mourn-
ing) shelters the 'Pepsi Generation': boors sitting in "a circle under
chrome lights (reading auxilliary poems) sucking strings dipped in urine
- - -Fear brought back to the screen (foreground of vaguely red eyes),
T. V. broadcasting a parabolic flip-flop film of extravagant felt- - -Tickets
of shadow waving with I.P. Hugh's underwear- - -Great doors of inflam-
"mabIe cloth- - -Coffin hotel.: - -It's raining- - -It is always raining here on
the Pitiless Asphalt lipscissors- - -Connections in my hands waterproof
on Asphalt- jungle- - -Cordon of Spasms- - -Strange species of Frog-men- --
Streamers of sperm, malleable tensions, tickets--- The Blue Kid's buttocks
are intact in the butcher shop's sky- - -Corridors of hiccups, nuclear mon-
sters burrowed in the cyclamen-parking-closet, dials smeared with vaginal
paste, gears, gray cages where foetuses of stability stir- - -All directions
blocked- - -ONAN CITY invaded by smoke: fountains of Armenis paper,
interminable journey to play the pin-ball machine, pummiced artificial
hearts- - -World larded with copper where paleolithic pranks are repeated
indefinitely---World where nothing happens- - -Active drugs in cold rooms,
trafficked snow, syringes filthied-up with glucose by Ali the Nostril,
hallucinating silhouettes with a maniac's risk- - -Speech is useless, lan-
guage is a disorderly visceral tumult only inarticulate articulations are
in today's size, the last blistered hour is at hand, it means nothing, they
kill themselves marveling, submerged at the front of meager fires, in the
WOOL& COTTON narcotic halo- - -

Sun head see my soul work
rain dry
air wormy
birth a baby fable
mouth light & nosey eye
a brain end mappable
stope cloud roll down to
key meat
spring under sun over fall
to land Christ alive
wound bomb and all
I am damn golden

Over the edge of blank
motional Blue gass
lightness & air pile in eyes

"nut & flower princes & up
& out swim faces flame words
& flying ideas germinate in
lovely ash & royal fill the hood
glad 0 queenly fear & smell of red

CLAUDE PELIEU
trans lated by Mary Beac h



•
Never turn / in-
ward, yr eyes to find
the giant, who
hides laughing, at
our, minceing
- steps
daring -
us to confront
our holy grave
yard of broken
- wings
and -
Never forget / that
we will,·. desecrate
the dreams
of the living, with
- such
terror -
only the laughter, of
a sleeping giant, will
remain to haunt
the insane who hold
flowers, with
wilted hands



From point A a wind is blowing to point B
Which is here, where the pebble is only a mountain.
If truly heaven and earth are out there
Why is that man waving his arms around,
Gesturing to the word "lightning" written on the clouds
That surround and disguise his feet?

If you say the right word in New York City
Nothing will happen in New York City;
But out in the fabulous dry horror of the west
A beautiful girl named Sibyl will burst
In by the open window breathless
And settle for an imaginary glass of something.
But now her name is no longer Sibyl -- it's Herman,
Yearning for point B.



find no narrative here & crossd the
room'struck her to the rug she dicln;t mo~e so he'le"fther there. -
Later he watchd ,the 2 iquanas sniff dryly at each other's
mouths & then turn to a patch of grass, both indifferent to the
pair of eyes above staring without understanding at their rocco
flesh. Cd it be possible these two ancient, men in green
leather who cared not for baubles or that part of their skele-
tons were exposed now made him less than alive as hewonderd
about the girl Is she dead & You'll find no narrative here, his
hands trembled not with fear, he had murderd before Are we not
all he began But who he again began you'll find,

NO NARRATIVE
the story was finishd ca-
put is that the word

something about a monster
who had been buggering
the natives for as long as written in middle

what do I know about it' h'e crackd the bones in his fingers
imagining the, sound to metamorph metamorphaturn into a 1938
radio play the same words returning closing upon the heart
Oh I sd that before I'm sorry Never apologize you fool Oh I'm.
Had he murderd that man, that loved one also. But I don't
he sd even know if she's dead Of course she's dead &

how I hate! sequence! the cops
came in like 3 blue trees blowing
their ce1estrio whistles saying search
warrants? we'll apo10jazz
later while

I LOVE YOU were those the
words he was trying to find no sequence' tnere no" need to
apologize there oh no I love you is that, right no it is 'nbt
that' is why it doesn't begin here but s()m~Vlhe.reelse perhafls

tricks tricks tricks she was a
handsome whore young too I
wdn't mind tho I've nev.er

. except Dave & I those 2 cheap niggers no
thatis what they were I tell you I've seenco10rdfo1k & I've
seen You will ,

have to
stop now she sd I'm bleed-
ing & all this fucking
ain't doing me no better You
ain't nothing better ,
than SEE SEE SEE he raved I told you

just cooHt for a moment & back again
I oughta really kill you (one of the lizards coild like a
time-lapse turd) this

time & if you ever tell
I will

Gripped in heady des-
peration at the window's
brink is a large bird
& with a tortured red
eye she miserably aims
her eggs at the moon, dying
in her failure, high above
a pool of black rain· water.

The hands are my own
but not the time & space they move in
& before they slip out of sight, beneathe
the ciborium of a dark alt.<!f",they turn dry
& yellow as the skin .of a late - summer insect,
staind with the world's dust & my tobacco.

Tho the words of the book are obscured to my eyes,
it is my hands that want warmth, as my fingers
are serried on the sacred deckled edges:
Iwant no more facts, no consolations,
orders, or re - inforcements. Iwant
the mystery to enter my body silently &, as I, ,I.emove
my hands, my eyes to catch the blessd cicafnx
as it signs the last wound.



EPHEMERIS
early Sundar: morning

To find a day: lose
one day. I knelt
in a crawl
against the wall
crying Get acquainted
with yr hammer man
let me in! jungle rays
spectrum my brow
I am beginning!
Brother. Brother. Brother.
Brother. The world
turns over with the twist
of my hand, is a nut:
crack it & let me in.
o 0 0 0 back to the list, I
know the difference.
I am a man in superhistory;
the macrocosmos & its
infin"ite variations
lie before me, compressed jazzz;
my eyes see only the new --
my visions are God's pranks.
I have opend, the doors
of the last Academy. Prepare
for the Opening Night
of the World. For
all mysteries are hid -
den & (HE) so am I

viz.
I am constructing a surprize
organ - stop to open the air
so a man can breathe.

tall, bright-
yellow derricks
standing in the rain's
soft & constant crushing

beautiful, as .
all innocent things --
brown steeple jelly &
precious stone

church half - destroyed
keeps its aura pale
in xanthous shimmer

I praise' God I
am engineer for this day
of rest when nothing
is feUd but my

mind with the rain,
all tall things - mon-
ument, man & _
machine - are fusedi
brightly in the staindglass
shattered in the earth.



Saint Mary locked in the moon
face mirrored in mushrooms
swart in the time of the toad
silver when the casket opens

Saint Mary baked in the moon
white hot heart like day behind the winter glass
the midnight sun stands in his shambles,
"chaos ... dreaming ... alone ... "

Twelve times one holds the gate
while seven lifts the bright sword.
Saint Mary crushed in the moon
bleeding mercury bullets to the bone.

Steel in the skull, gold in the heart,
moisture in the palm of one hand.
Over the moon,

Saint Mary gates the flood.



Sad boy's lyric
lost in the street rumble
an orange peel over a matchstick
makes an umbrella
quicker than a Chevy ,will be $287 cheaper
than being strung out on this sceneo baby
when the bottles and the ashtrays on the table
form a perfect conic section
I get so blessed
I make a mess wandering in the snail garden
smooth over the stones
but wild in the wind
like Baker Beach
waiting for the next wave of LSD maniacs
keep on chawing me closer
Daryl The Screwn would become a sign
and the hillbilly commercial comes on
blue and pink like hearts in the sunset.
"Love is a five letter woro
spelled M-O-N-E- Y"
Money is a six letter word
spelled M-O-N-K-E-Y
little Campbell's lovesong
about eating his girl's pussy
"Nothing saves you like your voice"
a hungry years old
blue aint the word for the feeling I feed on
send me the pillow that you dream on
cook it down shoot it up
roll off into space giggling your secret
wait and wait for the steady taste
"Hic Gloria!" by Them

"so that your 'politics' describes the activity of certain insects
doused with heady poisons ... "

I observe from a proportionate height those heedless of my spraygun
who cannot see the changing colors of their family skin, yet hasten be-
fore the dark rain devours them. I have described this rain as proliferation
of desire in its polar futurity.

Negroes have simply come with the rythms of the last decades into
the homes of the insects, & their laughter is a rain of dark & golden syl-
lables in the shapes of loaves. Those refusing the proffered bread meet a
specified end. Those who accept, first casting their minds into metallic
containers, are sucked through the extended lips & mouth of the Negro,
flow through causeways elevated on cables of blues & funeral marches to
a sty where fried fish & other scraps lie in temporary camp. From this ad-
vantage, those who have "given of themselves" are sweetly digested into
phosphorescent worms & crawl gaily about the viscous air while beneath
them, those who have denied, including respected statesmen, ministers of
suburban redemption, & many young women, are methodically raped by
steel torsos whose legs breed a thousand cocks of black leather multi-
plying to an exponent of n plus 1/sec as'they, touch the skin of the refus-
ers. In this way many are horribly discomfited & only at first enjoy their
defilement. Soon the steel torsos melt to forms of children, images of
half-remembered progeny; a green mascara frothing on their eyes, they
cling with super-human strength to the genitals of the bewildered, plung-
ing tiny fists easily through the belly skin & raking out mountains of en-
trails which fall smoking to the earth, where they become red jewels &
coral shells. Other atrocities are perpetuated in the name of Love & a
suffocating music sooths the dying which expresses excellently the imag-
ined cries falling from the ventrical mouths. After an obscurity of some
three days, the bodies can again be seen in an entire green mass which
rots, sliding across the black-marb1.ed earth until a slow fire rises from:its
center. The earth is now hidden by green pillars of stench & during this
phase the lights of the blessed are preserved in stoppered tubes. When
the noxious pillars no longer ascend, lights burst the glass & gather into
two forms like a man &woman-& find themselves in a garden whose heavy
arbors & thick rotting wood fences are encrusted with the dung of tame
animals. On this "New Earth" the naked pair display unimaginable bod-
ies of shaded colors, never leave each other's side except in sleep. They
have no memory, & occupy a zone of air whose putrid perfumes I cann'ot
endure; their activities bespeak a liquid density which surrounds them &
which they breathe as easily as you breathe bluest oxygen. This zone is
neither within the earth nor outside it, but requires centuries of unbroken
sleep to comprehend. From the ashes of the former destruction a serpent
arises & wends its way through a total & dramatic sleep to the female,



He opens single mouth in what has been called a "whisper"-in re-
ality an ever-expanding mist of deep red-filters among the rooty tissues
of her brain, causing slight meterological disturbances & intimations of
electric storms in the countryside of white pulp trembling beneath the
fingering mists. A certain word, formed in a giant pattern advertised on
her skull is easily read but she cannot pronounce it. Often she seizes ort
this word & struggles to open her mouth in slumber but she cannot form
its features in her throat.

Soon the garden enters an arbitrary round of seasons & the two crea-
tures are alarmed; fall kills the fruit that. shone swollen in decay upon
the hardened earth. An opal fruit is sucked into her eye & the light given
off by its decay powers open' the lid until this "pupil" mirrors the garden
& beyond-a glass countryside never before seen. The woman compresses
her enormous eye to its original size, but the garden has shrunken to a
flower which lies in the palm of her hand, & she standf' on the glass
steppes in a rising wind. The man appears & they walk sliding & falling
on the slippery glass for many miles until the sea·appears·beneath an ob-
sidian slope. Entering it they bathe facing the sun across the waves, turn
back to the shore & discover a pasture flecked with boulders before a
a wood where deer are heard running through paper leaves. They step from
the waters & lie together in the pasture. The deer are silent. Soon the
largest boulder breaks open: it is hollow & children with animal skins
clamber through the opening. Their song perforates the rock with a thou-
sand pastel windows. The rock, at one point cylindrical, will blossom
with spires. & antennae in the last phase: windows multiply in dimension-
less patterns as,hills- are bored by aspiring ants.

From the distant wood a dark man glides through the fractured sun-
light, raising his arms & singing-

I imitated the old masters slavishly for you-gonorrhea and visionary drugs
for required spiritual disciplines and now shed saucers of skin w/every
shudder of withdrawel. Sounded cities for gold withe alchemical symbols
of change but weeds drowned the gas tank when the fires of my disciples
were drowned by children's tears (tattered w/new~papers·of filtered sun
they still chant curses in your beard) Smelled broken glass in highway
gardens, coughing back the bottled blood on handkerchiefs of your flow-
ers that plowed thru rotten stumps & the groin of incestuou& summer. In
schools a gay hallucination rescued my eyes from ideograms gnawed in

. the desks-hair tufts twinkled from her ears like shaving brushes and to-
gether we lathered our tablets w/ink. The sought occult answers from his
counsels cd not decode this revalation from the stars.



AN OBDURATE CASE
From records of Dr Copt,
Director, San Radio Aylum

" ... The casf' !:::iJ grown very attentive while running
a race in childhood .. striking the playground with his face, dirt was
forced into his gums. At that time he had glimpsed 'the warring
red dimension.' He thought he was riven by lightning. From that
time he suffered neuralgic flashes in the lower back, described as
'red plucking black.'

"The case would often speculate as to how there were
many times when no ideas were present in his brains, while at
other times hosts of these warred there .. Concludingfrom this that
there could be no certainty of any kind, he quit philosophy, only
to observe his own interior, by means oLwhathe described as 'a
kind of hinder eye, operating at the intensity of crushed gums.'

('The case died while "reporting these observations.
His last utterance, made tlirough a slit in his little canvas closet,
was, 'Le Rouge et Le Noir goat it; in the void of the small of the
back.'" .

In the days lights or in night flooding
has this soul filled its body up
this body of a dream vessel
or full to lips down to the bare feet slid
forming in love in blood?

(Not since days lights of conscoiusness.
This foot has been put down deserted.
Lonesome 0 chilling hands of a light touch!
also lungs which have fluttered
to the pale loitering extent
of some termite hill or chrysalis.)

But 0 thou plummet-measured entelechy my incessant soul dream i

I strain to thee
at the deep flood where night bottoms
in a disheveled bed to get into thy body
which is formal in love in blood which I know
flow above the water could



Some gentle strong young God still loves my face;-
Is it my Self, bending to touch my right brow tenderly?
I do still love the darling right side of my face,
But I do not know what God I do it with.

Not my enterprising, manly Drill: he is too paranoid;-
He holds the fort at the left skull wall heroically,
But with a beady eye! Some other spirit, of the days gone by,
In a clean adoration of a shining Self-creation
Looks down into me with his honest eye!

But how far back into that face to see it whole;-
Humorously glaring into my mirror of silver linings?
I feel the God touch my right brow tenderly.
But now a one-sided love! Is the 'peloda of the boy's
God mask tattering? 0 you were skillful in playing!

Humorously glare, as in my world's nonage, when you were whole,
Spirit, cherishing my empty-handed head reflected
In the glass of the knee-side pool, Narcissus' siderostat,
Chlorine plunge of adolescence, or in the shallow cradle lake ...

o trance of infancy, when in a pond
I saw two eyeballs swim, and they were mine!





THE RETINAL CIRCUS·

for Allen Ginsberg
Now we were leaving and everyone saw us:
The car that's not by its half the speed measured in mileage.
Nothing remains but that last look into the wind
Tunnel the contradiction of eye
Sight on the ice
Covered road. Our dreams are filled
With "easy way outs", "no-bra bras", ,T-shirts, bell bottom slacks.
The look of the "jr. Sophisticates"
Model is a look we will always enjoy
The dark comes up in the round room of the hand
Grenade; the photo of the car
Crash, its repitition explaining everything
Through repitition Then the perfect
Idea of the man .
Slaughter sinking in fire: A smear
Disturbs the likeness - - -
We look outside the window of the moving train.
Homes, the chill, the hair in need of the brush. The hand
Shake that was the only friend
Ship; what posturing, what secrets
In those trees,
That we may not be delayed.
The clouds slowly disappear.
How long must I feel blocked up with this awful cold?
In his head he cannot hate him;
They open up the circle to move around it.
Now the road looks private and strange.
All over the ground he was exhausted.
If you could also become the band
Aid on my left thumb.
Today we present our I.D.'s at the border
Line. The machinery of the future
Is not far out of reach. This brief
Case contains something that no one can ever forget.

It is the imagination and intellect
Shiningal1d blissful and silent - - - -
In appearance as a mirage

. Moves acros~ ~ landscape i.n springtime.
Remember the teachings
To bear this well at heart;

. The young boy; whose ~ody
Splendid and impossible, is at rest.
Knowing this is enough:
The moon seen in water,
The birds nesting on rocks,
Voluntarily and freely, he returns
From one place and another, bearing
The radiance and likeness of
Buddha, ecstatic, calm.



It is pleasant to stroll
unaided in this dream,
pleasant to sweep dismembered pains
into the air again.

When winter flowers wait
too long for Spring
the pressure of the earth
doth grow;
their stalks are filled with
diamond things
but oh, ,their Death
is slow.

Why did I wake up and
see you?

The bluff-tiled wall
and white tiled floor

were enough.
Your wet legs were trembling
and your sly ass jiggled
when you shifted feet,

to be attended by your
white complexionless face

to be forced by a thumb
in the groin
to whisper your name

I did not know.
Who were you then
when death removed his finger
and let you bleed for me?



The insect represent"ing the female, and utility; the need of heat
being present, the insect chooses to solve the problem by hibernation,
i.e., a sort of negation of action. The bird, wanting continuous freedom,
feathers itself. Desire for decoration appears in all the branches, ~an
exteriorizing it most. The bat's secret appears to be that he is not the
bird-mammal, but the mammal-insect: economy of tissue, hibernation.
The female principle being not only utility, but extreme economy, woman
falling by this division into a male branch, is the least female of females,
and at this point one escapes from a journalistic sex-squabble into the
opposition of two principles, utility and a sort of venturesomeness.

In its subservience to the money fetish our age returns to the dark-
ness of mediaevalism. Two osmies may make superfluous egg-less nests,
but do not kill each other in contesting which shall deposit the super-
erogatory honey therein. ~t is p~r~aps.~omClr.e ~?olish to go at a hermit's
bidding to recover an old sepulcher than to make new sepulchers at the
bidding of finance.

In his growing subservience to, and adoration of, and entanglement
in machines, in utility, man rounds the circle almost into insect life, the
absence of flesh; and may have need even of horned gods to save him,
or at least of a form which permits them...

... "Thought is vegetable" says a modern hermetic, whom I have
often contradicted, but whom I do not wish to contradict at this point.
Thought is a "chemical process'" in relation to the organ, the brain;
creative thought is an act like fecundation, like the male cast of the hu-
man seed, but given that cast, that ejaculation, I am perfectly willing to
grant that the thought once born, separated, in regard to itself, not in
relation to the brain that begat it, does lead an independent life much
like' a member of the vegetable kingdom, blowing seeds, ideas from the
paradisal garden at the summit of Dante's Mount Purgatory, capable of
lodging and sprouting where they fall. ..

... 1 believe, ~nd on no better ground than that of a sudden emotion,
that the change of, species is not a slow matter managed by cross-breed-
ing, of nature's leporides and bardots, lbelieve that the species changes
as suddenly as a man makes a song or a poem, or as suddenly as he starts
making them, more suddenly than he can cut a statue in stone, at most as
slowly as a locust or long-tailed Sirmione false mosquito emerges from
its outgrown skin. It is not even proved that man is at the end of his phy-
sical changes. Say that the diversification of the species has passed its
most sensational phases, say that it had once a great stimulus from the
rapidity of the earth's cooling, if one accepts the geologists interpre-
tation of that thermometric cyclone. .

From TRANSLATOR'S POSTSCRIPT by Ezra Pound
to
THE NATURAL PHILOSOPHY OF LOVE by Remy de Gourmont

... It is more than likely that the brain itself, is, in OrIgIn and de-
velopment, only a sort of great clot of genital fluid held in suspense or
reserve; at first over the cervical ganglion, or, earlier or in other species,
held in several clots over the scattered chief nerve centers; and augment-
ing in varying speeds and quantities into medulla oblongata, cerebellum
and cerebrum. This hypothesis would perhaps explain a certain number
of as yet uncorrelated phenomena both psychological and physiological.
It would explain the enormous content of the brain as a maker or presenter
of images. Species would have developed in accordance with, or their
development would have been affected by, the relative discharge and re-
tention of the fluid; this proportion being both a matter of quahtity and of
quality, some animals profiting hardly at all by the alluvial Nile-flood;
the baboon retaining nothing; men apparently stupefying themselves in
some cases by excess, and in other cases discharging app~rentiy only a
surplus at high pressure; the gateux, or the genius, the "strong-minded" ...

... Chemical research may have something to say on the subject, if it
be directed to comparison of brain and spermatophore in the nautilus, to
the viscous binding of the bee's fecundative liquid. I offer only reflect-
ions, perhaps a few data. Indications of earlier adumbrations of an idea
which really surprises no one, but seems as if it might have been lying
on the study table of any physician or philosopher ...

... Without any disgression on feminism, taking merely the division
Gourmont has given (Aristotelian, if you like), one offers woman as the
accumulation of hereditary aptitudes, better than man in the "useful ges-
tures", the perfections; but to man, given: what we have of history, the
"inventions," the new gestures, the extravagance, the wild shots, the
impractical, merely because in him occurs the new up-jut, the new bathing
of the cerebral tissues in the residuum, in.la mousse of the life sap ...

.. .Postulating tpat the cerebral fluid tried all sorts of experiments,
and striking matter, forced it into all sorts of forms, by gushes; we have
admittedly in insect life a female predominance; in bird, mammal and
human, at least an increasing male prominence. And these four important
branches of "the fan" may be differentiated according to their apparent
chief desire, or source of choosing their species .

.Insect, . utility; bird, flight; rnammai, muscular splendor; man, ex-
periment.



What is known is tha( m~~'s great divergence has been in the making
, of detached, resumable tools. '

TnaCfs to' say ~ {f an insect carries a saw, it carries it all the time.
The "next step", as in the case of the male organ of the nautilus, is to
grow a tool and detach it.

MM'S first inventions ar~ fire and the club, that is to say he detaches
his digestion, he finds a means to get heat without releasing the calories
of the log by internal combustion inside his own stomach. The invention
of the first tool turned his mind (using this termin the full sense); turned,
let us say, his "brain" from his own body. No need for greater antennae,
a fifth arm, etc., except, after a lapse, as a tour de force, to show that
he is still lord of his body.

That is to say the langouste's long feelers', all sorts of extravagances
in nature may be taken as the result of a single gush of thought. A single
out-push of a demand, made by a separate 'sea of sufficient energy to cast
such a form. To cast it as one electr,ic ,pore will cast a spark to another.
To exteriorize. Sometimes to act in this with more enthusium than cau-
tion.

Let us say quite simply that light is a projection from the luminous
fluid, from the energy that is in the brain, down along the nerve cords
which receive certain vibrations in the eye. Let us suppose man capable
of exteriorizing a new organ, horn, halo, Eye of Horus. Given a brain of
this power, comes the question, what organ, and to what purpose?

Turning to folk-lore, we have Frazer on horned gods, we have Egypt-
-i~n~t~t~e-s.-gene~ally ~-upposed to be "symbols," ~f cat-headed and ibis-

headed gods. Now in a primitive community, a man, a volontaire, might
risk it. He might want prestige, authority, want them enough to grow horns
and claim a divine heritage, or to grow a cat head; Greek philosophy would
have smiled at him, would have deprecated his ostentation. With primitive
man he would have risked a good deal, he would have been deified, or
crucified, or possibly both. Today he would be caught for a circus. '

... 1 appear to have thrown down bits of my note somewhat at random;
let me return to physiology. People were long ignorant of the circulation
of the blood; that known, they appeared to think the 'nerves stationary;
Gourmont speaks of "circulation nerveuse," but many ,people stiP..con-
sider the nerve as at most a telegraphic wire, simply because it does "not
bleed visibly when cut. The current is "interrupted." ''j1re schoof books
of twenty years ago were rather vague about lymph, and various glands
still baffle physieians. 1 have not seen the suggestion that some of them
may serve rather as fuses in an electric system, to prevent short circuits,
or in some variant or allotropic form, The spermatozoide is, 1 take it, re-
garded as a sort of quintessence; the' brain is also a quintessence, or at

___~e_ast "i~_ra.ppc:>.r!--""jt~·:a!1..."p_~~!~_.?fthe body; the single spermatozoide
demands simply that the ovule shall construct -anuman being, -thesus-
pendedspermatozoide (if my wild shot rings the target bell) is ready to
dispense with, in the literal sense, incarnation, enfleshment. Shall we
pm~tulate' the maSs of spermatozoides, first accumulated in suspense,
then specialized?

Three _,~hannels, hell, purgatory, heaven, if one wants to follow yet

another terminology: digestive excretion, incarnation, freedom in the im-
agination, i.e., cast into an exterior formlessness, or into form material,
or merely imaginative visually or perhaps musically or perhaps fixed in
some other sensuous dimension, even of taste or odor (there have been
perhaps creative cooks and perfumers?).

The dead laborious compilation and comparison of other men's dead
images, all this is mere labor, not the spermatozoic act of the brain ...

, Plpre 314. Sexual parasitism iD\ho'~";' 8IIl. Pholocor,,, ••• Iplnlcepl, illwhich ibe
'dI1IIl:uhy of one se'!' !\Dd'.ng the other is IIIIt by DIIIIiil.at attachment of the much smaller male to
lbe IIemale. The oman IS so complete that tbC ~ baa DO ,lndCpeadent eJtiBteDce at aU, beinI
~ by the blood of the female to wbIch btt-. atllIIiW.(AlterNorman, from Allee et .J.:
PIiiIllIalbai ~ &010",);-;' , ' ,



The '" r's intermittant awareness; looking up
from the prehistoric plains expands horizon
smells upwind alert to danger signs. The out-

. look; more aware in another way til focus fades
out vacant-eyed and chews the cud. Ruminatio n;
a particular inlook, primal rumb~ings of the'
feelings of food, .earth, gra~s, mumbling memories.

And I ego focus on what I focus on and the pre-
vious past fO(,ll~ fades out logarhythmically into
enL0ded memory.

~,' '-~ •• ~ _._ "_' __"i

In the whale's'belly. WR~¢l'saiet;~'~king
round~hencJonah wakes; have been in his
dreams: the year lJlonth and day had been
three cogged wheels Uppfi the milky track;
bright spokes whirling through cavebla~k.

J onahv,rakes in the jIlfernalmachiqEt, hums
resonate in the surrounding membrane, blood
glows and pulses infrared. Brief vision
remembered of afrogheard meadow night,
salamanders swim slow ripples on the slug-
gish water, vanishes into negative shadows.

My God who art absent infinitely
from mountains and from rivers and from trees
from the sea and from the sky and from eyes which create them
and from stars where thoughts form themselves
and from life and from death and from absence

My God who art elsewhere infinitely
in eyes without sight in hands without reach
in souls uninhabited forever
in lights empty and green with silence
where one never makes it by birth nor death

My God hinting of my imprisoned: joy
flowering and pure liberty in nothing
never never is my jail in thee hard~nough
my eyelids walled up enough never never
to shut in the darkness of thy nothingness



They were terribly big, most of them,
coming down out of the pine-dark Ardels
that gray April nobody planted anything;
and they had sharper eyes for widows and
farm girls than for the enemy they fought
back down the pass each afternoon in the
dim and beer-warm bar on Schwartzwelt street,
proclaiming martial law with songs about
the heroes who died up there, frozen in
the trenches they dug against the foe they
never saw ... Well, none of us wanted a war
they told old Isaac when he started that
business about his girl, Anne. What you
want to let her come in town if she ain't
old enough one of them said. There'd been
something of it if hadda been anyone but
his girl Si Gelber said. It was down at
Leed's place one night they were having
soldiers relaxation they said; well, it
made a patriot of Leeds anyway, ,though
the rest of us didn't vote him any metals.
But what could you do but stay home and
school the daughters because, after all,
they were really on our side.

Rivulet
In my mind, let
Not my windy mental webs
Be disordered with what will
Come, abide, give semblance
In that outer chaosmos of cloud and sky
To what within I struggle to destroy.
Viscous .gray light! Damp earth! Cloud!
You are all me; the disorder is not inside
Today, it's there, creating that horrid
Sick writhing in my vaprous self.
Fail, wind. Scatter, cloud~. It will pass.
I will in time measure agam the blank spaces
Of calm feeling.



One of the simplest factors is the rate of burning a limited amount
of fuel with dreaming my poor heart is sad and death resulting from the
exhaustion or the progressive decline in all the vital capacities of the
organism terminating in Hearts and Homes: The Old Kitchen Floor. Dis-
ease of the heart listed as top killer in a mother's deep prayer and a baby's
low cry. Consider the stars raining fire on the gradual loss with aging of
the elasticity of the arteries. During the process, the primal master dies
with Jesus; by death reckoned mine.

Helical structure attains microscopic visibility? Extruded from the
cells into a beautiful city (made up chiefly of mucopolysaccharides and
mucoproteins) inhaling the breath of young girls. Some experiments with
skin showed Jesus is always there on native hills ... in short, it is impos-
sible. A charge to keep we have, in which skin assumes the c~'''figuration
of the alpha helix, inelastic, hard, just when we need Him most. A rare
individual generally cared for gave every ftying moment something to keep
in store. Work, for the night is potent acids of a stomach.

But does not an old man live in terror and anxiety, raking in the
meadows, riding on the hay, gaming out at moonlight? We know the strenght-
ening of the ego and the steady undermining of hope built on nothing less
than a steady sinking sand sensation. Or in subject terms can one say
that the aging of the collagen is unrelated to the stiffness of joints and
the leatheriness of The Simple Test?

Tendons are provided by the tail of a rat; as for men, they have lost
much of their libido. The experimental results showed a certain amount
of scatter. A fair form at the gateway already .carrying a little too much
weight reached the height of power. Fibers and Fibrils aligned in all di-
rections spread a network out of the ivory palaces into a world of woe,
strangling with deposits of useless fiber, eating nerve cells, and leaving
fibroblasts with the noise of selfish strife. Every cook knows that the
tendons shrink when immersed in a sweet face at the window, or treading
the pathway of duty or care. Measured by chronology alone, a foretaste of
glory divine?

Death has harVested a large crop on our native hills. Countless
members of our host have laid down in the body stabiliZing fiber of con-
nective "corium", which gives no one to help me, no one to bless, none'
to caress in the year most exhausted. Produce eggs.

Three strands wound around one another in helices. When other help-
ers fail, and comforts flee, stretching restrains the random diffusional
motion of the molecules, inducing entropy.

Our analyses showed that other substances in the struggle for cells
h IV a life span roused from sleep to Wreck or Death. Not more' than four
I'qllal lengths of tail tendon in a neutral medium can pity the erring, grown
WI' tched in sin.

The day is cold, and dark, and in electron micrographs all the fibers
of the day show a rythmically old head a little grayer; the abdomens tend
to be a little more protuberant.

Relative to the orangutan, I am human.
Relative to the arunta, I am civilized.
Relative to the hottentot, I am free.
Relative to the three billion, I am sane.
Relative to the prince, I am truthful.
Relative to god, I am moral.
Relative to my self, I am a virus.
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